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I think I should indicate why I am here in Birmingham, since you have been influenced 

by the view which argues against "outsiders coming in." I have the honor of serving as 

president of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, an organization operating in 

every southern state, with headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia. We have some eighty-five 

affiliated organizations across the South, and one of them is the Alabama Christian 

Movement for Human Rights. Frequently we share staff, educational and financial 

resources with our affiliates. Several months ago the affiliate here in Birmingham asked 

us to be on call to engage in a nonviolent direct action program if such were deemed 

necessary. We readily consented, and when the hour came we lived up to our promise. So 

I, along with several members of my staff, am here because I was invited here. I am here 

because I have organizational ties here.1 

 
 

Early on in the “Letter From Birmingham Jail” Martin Luther King Jr. directly addresses 

the concerns brought up by the eight clergy men in their statement. One of those concerns was 

MLK and his entourage’s status as “outsiders” and their active participation in what was deemed 

as “local matters.”2In the second paragraph of the letter, King challenges the clergy’s men’s notion 

that he is an outsider. To these clergymen and to who these clergymen represent, those skeptical 

of King’s being there, King has to justify his presence: the presence of his black body in a white 

space, the presence of his ideals, ideals that present a potential threat to the way the people of 

Birmingham, Alabama live, a threat to what they uphold the most, civility.  

King starts this passage with “I  think  I  should indicate  why  I  am  here  in  Birmingham,  

since  you  have  been  influenced  by  the  view which  argues  against  ‘outsiders  coming  in.’”3  

The first independent clause of the sentence, “I  think  I  should indicate  why  I  am  here  

in  Birmingham” brings the feeling of an urgent and burdensome message that needs to get across. 

“I should” puts a sense of obligation on what he is going to tell us next but this obligation does not 

                                                           
1  Letter by Martin Luther King, Jr., "Letter from Birmingham Jail," April 16, 1963, in Gospel of 

Freedom: Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Letter from Birmingham Jail and the Struggle That Changed 

a Nation, by Jonathan Rieder (New York: Bloomsbury Press, 2014), 170. 
2 King, 170. 
3 King, 170. 
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come from King himself, it comes from those that oppose him being in Birmingham. King points 

at the clergymen with his distinct use of “you” and he directly quotes “outsiders coming in” from 

their public statement but further in the letter it becomes obvious that he is not solely addressing 

them. Again the use of “you” as a callout alludes to King forming a pre-meditated response to 

those who share the same belief as these eight clergymen, the belief that his presence is a threat 

and that he is an outsider. But this is an ill-informed belief, the second clause of the phrase contains 

passive voice. These clergymen have been influenced, subjected to influence. This framing of 

“influence” and the clergymen predisposes the reader to believe the influence is negative. Of 

course this is to King’s benefit. King want’s to convince the unsure reader that he is not an outsider 

and he argues against this belief in the following sentences.  

In the next sentences King uses his organization to highlight his identity as a Southern and 

Christian man. In doing so King stakes the claim to his identity as an insider, further legitimizing 

his presence in Birmingham.  The second sentence of the passage displays King’s leadership and 

his familiarity with the South. King states he is “serving  as  president  of  the  Southern Christian  

Leadership  Conference”4 and effectively uplifts himself as a figure of power and esteem by 

showcasing his position as president. By emphasizing his Southern Christian identity  King orients 

himself around the region and the religious beliefs of those in the region. He is stating that he has 

had similar upbringing and subscribes to the same belief system as the people skeptical of his 

presence and he is not the outsider they are painting him to be. 

King continues to cement his position as an insider by calling attention to the “eighty-five 

organizations” the Southern Christian Leadership Conference is affiliated with. The organization 

                                                           
4  King, 170. 
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King spearheaded was wide spread, they had a base almost everywhere across the south,  and in 

this passage these organizational ties further challenge the label of “outsider.”5 The second half 

of the sentence continues to place the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and by 

extension, King, right in Alabama as one of the affiliated organizations is the Alabama Christian 

Movement for Human Rights.  

  King further draws legitimacy from his organization by speaking on the its moral 

obligations. He references the fundamental Christian value of “helping thy neighbor” by stating, 

“Frequently  we  share  staff,  educational  and  financial resources  with  our affiliates.”6 He 

goes on to talk about the cry for help he received from his affiliates in Birmingham, 

“Birmingham  asked  us  to  be  on  call  to engage  in  a  nonviolent  direct  action  program  if  

such  were  deemed  necessary.” Again there is urgency in this sentence, urgency to help his 

fellow man, to be “on-call”, not because they just wanted to be graced by his presence but 

because it was “necessary.” King’s presence only became a necessity when those in power 

would not listen to the “locals” who asked for change, when those in power did not keep their 

promise. The next sentence in this passage is again loaded with Christian morality, when asked 

for help King and his organization “readily consented” and lived up to their promise, they did not 

hesitate to lend a helping hand to their brother and in that way they modeled what a good 

Christian is, becoming  the real insiders unlike those who deny their generosity and care. 

 The final sentences are King’s lasts attempts to give grounds for his presence. Why are 

you here? “[B]ecause I was invited here.”7  It is one of the most simple answers to the question 

                                                           
5 King, 170. 
6 King, 170. 
7 King, 170. 
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but it comes last in the passage. King was invited and therefore he should’ve be welcome, he 

wasn’t an outsider in his own eyes and therefore he should’ve been welcome. The right to 

occupy space should not have to be defended but King does not get that privilege so he rebuts the 

clergymen’s caution to his presence with what is the most fundamental, valid, and obvious 

reason he would be there. He was invited. And then there is the concluding sentence “I am  here  

because  I  have  organizational  ties  here.” 8Earlier in the passage King establishes that his 

organization has roots that span across the South, if those that oppose him do not see him as an 

insider, if they do not support his invitation, they cannot refute the presence of his organization 

everywhere in the South.    

Addressing his physical presence in this space is the first thing King must get through in 

order to be able to talk about bigger issues, in order to continue his mission. Not needing to justify 

the space your body is taking up is a privilege and it one that King obviously doesn’t have, although 

his upbringing and religious beliefs might align or be similar to those who oppose him because of 

his body he will always be seen as an outsider.   

[1108 words excluding passage] 

                                                           
8  King, 170. 


